The next evolution in the DYE goggle line is also the next evolution in paintball eye and face protection technology. New ground breaking features like the GSR pro-strap and e.VOKE communication system make the i5 the most advanced goggle system in the industry today. Engineered to perform, designed to inspire, the i5 is the pinnacle of paintball mask development. The new i5 goggle system is an aggressive, ultra-lite mask, offering more protection, more venting, better comfort, better sound processing and better safety all combined for complete unmatched performance.

The Tirodial Horizon 290 degree anti-fog lens, gives you unparalleled optical clarity with both vertical and horizontal peripheral vision. The new soft touch multi-layer foam works in tandem with the all new GSR Pro-Strap, to give you the most secure and most comfortable fit ever offered in a paintball goggle system. A first for the paintball industry; upgrade any i5 with the new e.VOKE unit and your M2 & i5 are instantly in communication with each other, wirelessly feeding you vital game time information. The i5 goggle system lets you play the game at another level. This is the next evolution in paintball goggle system technology.
Electronically upgrade your game, the i5 is ready to go wireless. With the simple plug and go kit, your i5 and M2 with MOSAir are in instant communication, feeding you vital game time information via wireless Air-Sync connection. Automated audio alerts and reports keep you ahead of the competition. e.VOKE is the next evolution in paintball goggle systems and paintball gun technology.

The i5 was designed to protect every player at every level of competition. More coverage without sacrificing style or weight. The i5 v11.5 facemask provides increased protection, while still maintaining a tight profile with total comfort.

Integrated mounting system for POV cameras. Play with confidence that you are capturing every moment on video. The POV mount sits parallel with your line of sight to help you attach your POV camera securely, with proper alignment. Now you won’t miss a second of the action.

Using patented technology the i5’s improved blade angling and increased vent design help heat and moisture dissipate quickly. Scream Multi-Directional Venting makes communication with teammates effortless.

The anatomically correct i5 mask system offers the best in comfort for all facial contours. Mask geometry was meticulously designed for long lasting comfort while ensuring a secure, safe fit. Engineered to distribute force evenly, for a soft yet positive fit that doesn’t pinch or cause fatigue.

Sometimes meeting the standard isn’t good enough when it comes to safety. The i5 is tested at twice the current impact ASTM and CE standards. Compete with confidence that your safety is our #1 priority.

The i5 features an industry first compound radius lens with thermoformed technology, giving the player the ultimate vertical/horizontal peripheral vision. Dye thermal lenses provide the benchmark for anti-fog performance. Made famous on the Dye i4, our thermal horizontal 290 degree lenses provide perfect optical clarity and have set the standard of visual performance for others to follow.

The anatomically correct i5 mask system offers the best in comfort for all facial contours. Mask geometry was meticulously designed for long lasting comfort while ensuring a secure, safe fit. Engineered to distribute force evenly, for a soft yet positive fit that doesn’t pinch or cause fatigue.

The i5 ear guards are specifically designed to prevent reduction in hearing, without leaving your ears vulnerable. Precision shaped and positioned hole patterns allow sound to flow cleanly through the ear guard, without distortion.

Using patented technology the i5’s improved blade angling and increased vent design help heat and moisture dissipate quickly. Scream Multi-Directional Venting makes communication with teammates effortless.

Sometimes meeting the standard isn’t good enough when it comes to safety. The i5 is tested at twice the current impact ASTM and CE standards. Compete with confidence that your safety is our #1 priority.
The GSR Pro strap is a quantum leap in goggle strap design and security. The GSR gear lock system gives you precise tension control for a secure, comfortable fit. The extra wide head pad grips the back of your head and distributes the force over a large area, ensuring zero slip and maximum comfort. Simply turn the dial and ratchet down your i5 to a precision fit. The GSR is a revolutionary step in goggle strap technology, providing the ultimate in comfort and performance.

Patent pending, quick, simple, tool-less foam replacement. The i5 lets you keep your mask fresh, clean and comfortable. Never play with worn out, uncomfortable and deteriorating foam again. In seconds you can be back to new and back on the field.

DYE’s Horizon 290 lens offers more peripheral vision than any other paintball mask system on the market today. Opposition movement is easier to recognize and provides a distinct tactical advantage. This, combined with our optically correct and robust Tiro dial design, protects your eyes with excellent optical clarity. The i5 lens is manufactured with a premium hard-coat dip that protects both sides of the lens against scratches and minor abrasions. Additionally, Dye’s UV hard-coating offers exceptional protection from the sun’s harmful rays. The i4 and i5 utilize the same compatible lens.

Ear protection is critical, but it does not need to be bulky. The i5 system features a compression formed ear piece that is soft, flexible and extremely lightweight. Constructed with advanced materials that increase moisture evaporation while providing full coverage protection and comfort.

Comfort at a new level. DYE’s new soft touch foam offers the most comfortable facial fit in the industry. New high grade open cell multi-layer foam provides an ultra-soft touch, while simultaneously providing a rugged secure fit. Dye’s new compression foam with the luxury of a terry cloth treatment gives the i5 ultimate form fitting comfort.

Quick release foam kit replacement. The i5 lets you keep your mask fresh, clean and comfortable. Never play with worn out, uncomfortable and deteriorating foam again. In seconds you can be back to new and back on the field.

The i5 benefits from the new low profile rapid lens change system, allowing lens changes in seconds. It is as simple as pinch ing the retention clips, sliding them forward and the lens is free to be removed. Effortless, quick and simple.
The patent pending GSR gear lock system gives you precise tension control for a secure, comfortable fit. The extra wide compression head pad grips the back of your head and distributes the force over a large area, ensuring zero slip and maximum comfort.

The simple plug and go kit puts your i5 and M2 with MOSAir in instant communication, feeding you vital game time information via wireless Air-Sync connection. Automated audio alerts and reports keep you ahead of the competition.

The i5 lets you keep your mask fresh, clean, and comfortable with this Patent pending, quick, simple, tool-less foam replacement. In seconds you can be back to new and back on the field.

The i5 benefits from the new low profile rapid lens change system, allowing lens changes in seconds. Simply pinch the retention clips, slide them forward to free the lens for removal.

The patent pending GSR gear lock system gives you precise tension control for a secure, comfortable fit. The extra wide compression head pad grips the back of your head and distributes the force over a large area, ensuring zero slip and maximum comfort.

The i5 lets you keep your mask fresh, clean, and comfortable with this Patent pending, quick, simple, tool-less foam replacement. In seconds you can be back to new and back on the field.

The i5 benefits from the new low profile rapid lens change system, allowing lens changes in seconds. Simply pinch the retention clips, slide them forward to free the lens for removal.
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RAPID LENS CHANGE
The i5 benefits from the new low profile rapid lens change system, allowing lens changes in seconds. Simply pinch the retention clips, slide them forward to free the lens for removal.

GSR PRO STRAP
The patent pending GSR gear lock system gives you precise tension control for a secure, comfortable fit. The extra wide compression head pad grips the back of your head and distributes the force over a large area, ensuring zero slip and maximum comfort.

Quick Release Foam Kit Replacement
The i5 lets you keep your mask fresh, clean, and comfortable with this Patent pending, quick, simple, tool-less foam replacement. In seconds you can be back to new and back on the field.

e.Voke Compatible Quick Release Foam Kit Replacement
The simple plug and go kit puts your i5 and M2 with MOSAir in instant communication, feeding you vital game time information via wireless Air-Sync connection. Automated audio alerts and reports keep you ahead of the competition.
The i5 system features a compression formed ear piece that is soft, flexible and extremely lightweight. Designed with advanced materials that increase moisture evaporation while providing full coverage protection and comfort.

More peripheral vision than any other paintball mask system on the market today. Optically correct and robust. Triodal design protects your eyes with excellent optical clarity. i4 compatible. Integrated mounting system for POV cameras. The POV mount sits parallel with your line of sight with proper alignment so you won’t miss a second of the action.

New high grade open cell multi-layer foam provides an ultra-soft touch while simultaneously providing a rugged secure fit that offers the most comfortable facial fit in the industry.
The i5 features an industry first compound radius lens with thermoformed inner lens technology, giving the player the ultimate vertical/horizontal peripheral vision.

ANTI-FOG THERMAL LENS

The i5 features an industry first compound radius lens with thermoformed inner lens technology, giving the player the ultimate vertical/horizontal peripheral vision.

MASK PROTECTION V11.5

Provides increased protection, while still maintaining a tight profile with total comfort without sacrificing style or weight.

ANTIFOG  THERMAL LENS
DYE’s M2 with MOSAir is the new benchmark for performance and luxury. Based on the legendary DM series platform, the M2 has been meticulously engineered to deliver the very best in accuracy, speed, balance, and control. Simply put: a level of performance that stands alone in today’s market.

In 2016, DYE set a new standard for performance and customer interface with the release of the M2. Now in 2017, the M2 MOSAir raises the bar even higher. MOSAir gives unmatched access to precision tuning, vital real-time feedback, and new features like high-contrast play screens, power control options, Shot Tracker, as well as Cable-Free Charging and wireless Air Sync.

DYE’s commitment to innovation and the player experience is prevalent in every aspect of the M2. Full-color, high-resolution screens, internal pressure sensors, multiple player profiles, service alert systems, and countless other features help ensure M2 owners enjoy the ultimate playing experience and unprecedented performance.

DYE’s artisan approach to the M2 is distinctly evident from the marker’s elegant contours. Sharp, aggressive lines flow seamlessly across the M2 without basic screw heads or intrusive cover plates violating the aesthetics of the marker.

With extraordinary performance, comfort, and unprecedented beauty, the M2 is the definition of luxury craftsmanship in paintball markers.
The M2 just took another giant step in the world of technology with the new MOSAir. DYE’s new Method Operating System Air takes the best paintball gun control platform of the M2 marker and makes it better.

M2 MOSAir is now wireless. With the simple plug and go eVoke Box, your gun is ready to send your i5 eVoke goggle vital game time information via DYE’s Air Sync wireless connection. Customizable automated audio alerts like time tracking and shot count keep you ahead of the competition.

Can’t decide what your favorite boot screen is? Got more than one team you want to represent with your M2? Or maybe your little cousin is going to borrow your M2 with that adult themed boot screen that he should not see? Now there’s no reason to worry. You can store & rotate between 3 custom boot screens so you are always in style and family friendly.

Wireless Power Transfer is now standard. Set up your charging pad or charging stand and you’ll never have to charge your M2 with a cord again. Your M2 can now be charged on any inductive charging base and the DYE charging pad works with other inductive charging systems. Is your smartphone as advanced as the M2? It’s time to upgrade to wireless charging.

Keep track of how many balls you have remaining, or track what you shot in the day. With the new Shot Tracker, MOSAir will tell you exactly when you are running low during a game, helping you decide the best time to make a move.

Press and or double tap to power off, whatever makes you the most comfortable. The choice is now yours on how you want to power off your M2. The new power down option combined with the updated Quick Draw power up with audio alert setting lets you get on and off the field with speed and comfort.

The new Outlaw Firing Mode lets you custom build your own firing mode. Choose burst or ramp, when it kicks in and what it takes to sustain your max rate of fire. Outlaw mode is just that, outlawed and not tournament legal but so much fun to run with.

Don’t get falsely accused by the establishment again. Our new play screen lets any referee who’s asserting his authority over you quickly identify whether you are legal or not. Don’t get profiled and mistakenly oppressed with penalties again. Playing time matters and the M2 MOSAir is here to help.

Note: All new above features are only available on the new M2 MOS Air Circuit board due to the highly updated processor and coding that make up the MOS Air circuit board. MOS Air circuit boards are backwards compatible into all M2 Markers. All current M2 owners can upgrade their M2 Markers to become M2 MOS Air with Dye’s customer upgrade program. For the first 90 days, all current M2 owners can upgrade their M2 to MOS Air for a special introduction price.

You live and breathe paintball with your self-taught PHD in gun technology and your own regiment for gun maintenance. Just for you, we have built the M2 MOSAir service alert to remind you it’s time for service just like your car’s check engine light. Don’t like that check engine light on? No worries, you can simply disable the M2 service system and play your game.

Method Operating System Air

The M2 just took another giant step in the world of technology with the new MOSAir. DYE’s new Method Operating System Air takes the best paintball gun control platform of the M2 marker and makes it better.

Evoke Compatible

M2 MOSAir is now wireless. With the simple plug and go eVoke Box, your gun is ready to send your i5 eVoke goggle vital game time information via DYE’s Air Sync wireless connection. Customizable automated audio alerts like time tracking and shot count keep you ahead of the competition.

Cable Free Charging

Wireless Power Transfer is now standard. Set up your charging pad or charging stand and you’ll never have to charge your M2 with a cord again. Your M2 can now be charged on any inductive charging base and the DYE charging pad works with other inductive charging systems. Is your smartphone as advanced as the M2? It’s time to upgrade to wireless charging.

Shot Tracker

Keep track of how many balls you have remaining, or track what you shot in the day. With the new Shot Tracker, MOSAir will tell you exactly when you are running low during a game, helping you decide the best time to make a move.

New Outlaw Firing Mode

The new Outlaw Firing Mode lets you custom build your own firing mode. Choose burst or ramp, when it kicks in and what it takes to sustain your max rate of fire. Outlaw mode is just that, outlawed and not tournament legal but so much fun to run with.

New Tournament Style Play Screen

Don’t get falsely accused by the establishment again. Our new play screen lets any referee who’s asserting his authority over you quickly identify whether you are legal or not. Don’t get profiled and mistakenly oppressed with penalties again. Playing time matters and the M2 MOSAir is here to help.

Power Off Double Tap Option

Press and or double tap to power off, whatever makes you the most comfortable. The choice is now yours on how you want to power off your M2. The new power down option combined with the updated Quick Draw power up with audio alert setting lets you get on and off the field with speed and comfort.

Store Three Boot Screens

Can’t decide what your favorite boot screen is? Got more than one team you want to represent with your M2? Or maybe your little cousin is going to borrow your M2 with that adult themed boot screen that he should not see? Now there’s no reason to worry. You can store & rotate between 3 custom boot screens so you are always in style and family friendly.

Service System Disable Feature

You live and breathe paintball with your self-taught PHD in gun technology and your own regiment for gun maintenance. Just for you, we have built the M2 MOSAir service alert to remind you it’s time for service just like your car’s check engine light. Don’t like that check engine light on? No worries, you can simply disable the M2 service system and play your game.

Method Operating System Air

The M2 just took another giant step in the world of technology with the new MOSAir. DYE’s new Method Operating System Air takes the best paintball gun control platform of the M2 marker and makes it better.

Evoke Compatible

M2 MOSAir is now wireless. With the simple plug and go eVoke Box, your gun is ready to send your i5 eVoke goggle vital game time information via DYE’s Air Sync wireless connection. Customizable automated audio alerts like time tracking and shot count keep you ahead of the competition.

Cable Free Charging

Wireless Power Transfer is now standard. Set up your charging pad or charging stand and you’ll never have to charge your M2 with a cord again. Your M2 can now be charged on any inductive charging base and the DYE charging pad works with other inductive charging systems. Is your smartphone as advanced as the M2? It’s time to upgrade to wireless charging.

Shot Tracker

Keep track of how many balls you have remaining, or track what you shot in the day. With the new Shot Tracker, MOSAir will tell you exactly when you are running low during a game, helping you decide the best time to make a move.

New Outlaw Firing Mode

The new Outlaw Firing Mode lets you custom build your own firing mode. Choose burst or ramp, when it kicks in and what it takes to sustain your max rate of fire. Outlaw mode is just that, outlawed and not tournament legal but so much fun to run with.

New Tournament Style Play Screen

Don’t get falsely accused by the establishment again. Our new play screen lets any referee who’s asserting his authority over you quickly identify whether you are legal or not. Don’t get profiled and mistakenly oppressed with penalties again. Playing time matters and the M2 MOSAir is here to help.

Power Off Double Tap Option

Press and or double tap to power off, whatever makes you the most comfortable. The choice is now yours on how you want to power off your M2. The new power down option combined with the updated Quick Draw power up with audio alert setting lets you get on and off the field with speed and comfort.

Store Three Boot Screens

Can’t decide what your favorite boot screen is? Got more than one team you want to represent with your M2? Or maybe your little cousin is going to borrow your M2 with that adult themed boot screen that he should not see? Now there’s no reason to worry. You can store & rotate between 3 custom boot screens so you are always in style and family friendly.

Service System Disable Feature

You live and breathe paintball with your self-taught PHD in gun technology and your own regiment for gun maintenance. Just for you, we have built the M2 MOSAir service alert to remind you it’s time for service just like your car’s check engine light. Don’t like that check engine light on? No worries, you can simply disable the M2 service system and play your game.
- 45 PROGRAM SCREENS
- OVER ONE MILLION POSSIBLE REAL WORLD PLAYER PERFORMANCE SETTING COMBINATIONS
- MORE THAN 50K SET TOTAL PROFILE SETTING COMBINATIONS
The fast, easy, one touch spring loaded button allows the user to remove and re-install the bolt kit in seconds.

DYE Ultralite barrel backs, allow you to quickly expand your kit to handle any variable with additional barrel lengths and bore sizes available.

The newly updated Billy Wing Fuse Bolt System operates at an extremely low 135psi. The optimized airflow, and improved bolt speed produces improved air efficiency, consistent accuracy, smooth bolt cycle and minimal recoil.

DYE Ultralite barrel backs, allow you to quickly expand your kit to handle any variable with additional barrel lengths and bore sizes available.
The LPR is a critical component that gives the M2 its ultra-smooth and quiet function and provides precise control over bolt speed and force at an extremely low 55-65psi.

DYE’s Prism Interface will confirm your pressures in seconds. With extremely accurate dual internal pressure sensors and digital Pressure Transducers to help you keep the M2 within the optimal pressure ranges.

Individually customized ergonomic comfort, as well as optimal trigger speed.Externally adjustable allowing you to create a personalized fit, trigger angle, travel, and magnetic return.

With top pro influence and engineering, the UL 45 frame was ergonomically designed to give you complete control of the marker and a quick and effortless pull of the trigger.
Redesigned for the M2, the ShiftPort has 25% higher air flow, and effortless on/off lever action. The Floating ASA can be shifted forward or backward to give you the best fit for any tank and any playing style.

**COLOR CODED O-RINGS**

Color coded o-rings make it easy to quickly identify the correct replacement o-ring when performing maintenance on your marker.
The DYEnamic technology series is designed to push Paintball Technology to the next level. Intuitive data is collected, analyzed, and relayed to the user. The e.VOKE puts you in constant communication with your equipment. Free flowing, real-time info is fed to you intuitively and on command, giving you a tactical advantage like never before. The DYEnamic series connects you and your equipment on a new spectrum, blurring the line where you end and your equipment begins.
Go wireless with the i5 e.VOKE. With the simple plug and go kit, your M2 with MOSAir is ready to send vital game time info to your i5 e.VOKE via a wireless PAN (Personal Area Network) connection. Keep your head in the game while the e.VOKE feeds you real time updates and alerts, or lets your M2 and e.VOKE walk you through the pro inspired drills, designed to help you improve your game. e.VOKE is the next technological evolution in paintball goggle system technology.

Don’t drop your sight to check the time again. Stay guns up and focussed down field and let e.VOKE do the work for you. With automatic alerts, the e.VOKE keeps your head up and always aware of the game time.

Keep track of how many balls you have remaining, or track what you shot in a day. This e.VOKE will alert you as your paint supply runs low. With the new Shot Tracker you will receive auditory alerts to know how many paintballs you have left and when to make your next move.

Keep record of your eliminations for the day or for the point. With a tap of the button you add each new elimination, or get an update on who is up on bodies.

With the e.VOKE and the M2 with MOSAir, you can train for the big event even if you are the only one at the field. The e.VOKE will walk you through the training modes and help you with direction to sharpen your skills.

Keep track of how many balls you have remaining, or track what you shot in a day. The e.VOKE will alert you as your paint supply runs low. With the new Shot Tracker you will receive auditory alerts to know how many paintballs you have left and when to make your next move.

Don’t get left in the staging area again because you forgot to check battery levels, or service your M2. The e.VOKE automatically alerts you when your M2 is coming due for service.

Use a standard mini USB cable to charge your e.VOKE from any power supply. During charging the power level is indicated by the OLED.

GAME TIMER ALERTS

SHOT TRACKER

G-COUNT TRACKER

SERVICE ALERTS

TRAINING MODE

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
Level up your M2 with the MOSAir circuit board. DYE’s Method Operating System Air takes the pinnacle of paintball circuit board technology and makes it better. The operator has unparalleled access through the 1x1" Prism interface screen that allows for precision tuning, vital performance feedback, and service reports. Now, with more customizable features like power control options, multiple boot screens, new firing mode, new play screens, Shot Tracker as well as Cable Free Charging, and Wireless Air Sync. The MOSAir actively tracks sub-systems so you are focused on the game not your marker. Customize nearly every aspect of the M2 for the ultimate playing experience. It’s time to upgrade your game.

- i5 e.Voke Compatible
- Shot Tracker Countdown
- New Firing Mode
- Improved Training Modes
- Easier To Read Play Screens
- Store Multiple Boot Screens
- 2017 Sticky Grip Required To Use
- CFC Components

The M2 just took another giant step in the world of technology with the new MOSAir. DYE’s new Method Operating System Air takes the best paintball gun control platform of the M2 marker and makes it better.

Wireless Power Transfer is now standard. Set up your charging pad or charging stand and your M2 can now be charged on any inductive charging base and the DYE charging pad works with other inductive charging systems.

With the simple plug and go e.Voke Box, your gun is ready to send your i5 e.Voke vital game information via DYE’s Air Sync wireless connection. Customizable automated audio alerts like time tracking, shot count and system updates, keep you ahead of the competition.
DYE’s artisan approach to the M2 is unmistakably evident from the marker’s elegant contours. Sharp, aggressive lines flow seamlessly across the M2. The new M2 Display stand allows you to display and showcase your prized piece of equipment like it was always meant to be. Combined with the CFC charger the display stand elegantly back lights your M2 to make it the centerpiece of any collection. With extraordinary performance, comfort and unprecedented beauty, the M2 with MOSAir is the definition of luxury craftsmanship. Place your M2 on the pedestal it deserves.

DYE M2 DISPLAY STAND
91940008

DYE’s artisan approach to the M2 is unmistakably evident from the marker’s elegant contours. Sharp, aggressive lines flow seamlessly across the M2. The new M2 Display stand allows you to display and showcase your prized piece of equipment like it was always meant to be. Combined with the CFC charger the display stand elegantly back lights your M2 to make it the centerpiece of any collection. With extraordinary performance, comfort and unprecedented beauty, the M2 with MOSAir is the definition of luxury craftsmanship. Place your M2 on the pedestal it deserves.

CFC CHARGER AND TECH MAT
91940005

Wireless Power Transfer: Set up your charging pad and never have to plug in your M2 with MOSAir again. Your M2 can now be charged on DYE’s wireless charging feature. The charging mat also doubles as a custom fit tech mat too! Don’t treat your M2 like a common, pedestrian level marker. Make sure it is treated like the high performance masterpiece that it is. Put her to bed proper with the MOSAir (CFC) Cable Free Charging tech mat.

DYE M2 DISPLAY STAND
91940008

DYE’s artisan approach to the M2 is unmistakably evident from the marker’s elegant contours. Sharp, aggressive lines flow seamlessly across the M2. The new M2 Display stand allows you to display and showcase your prized piece of equipment like it was always meant to be. Combined with the CFC charger the display stand elegantly back lights your M2 to make it the centerpiece of any collection. With extraordinary performance, comfort and unprecedented beauty, the M2 with MOSAir is the definition of luxury craftsmanship. Place your M2 on the pedestal it deserves.
The new patent pending Dye R-2™ fuses simplicity with mind-blowing feed rates, reliability and the industry’s first variable capacity. Our engineering team meticulously reconfigured and re-engineered the Rotor to pioneer the next advancement in loader technology with the R-2™. The R-2™ includes a revolutionary multi-capacity shell allowing the user to choose between 200 or 260 round capacity on the fly, without the need for additional shells, parts or tools. The R-2’s large mouth opening is 15% larger, and the new circuit board logic provides an industry’s first Reload Alert System. Also, the new electronic Dynamic Force Control insure your R-2™ energy drive spools up for consistent, power regulated feeding, providing gentle power control on paint. Trusted quality and proven consistency have made the Rotor platform the number one choice in loader technology among paintball players worldwide. The new Dye R-2™ is THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS.
The R-2 gives you the freedom to switch between high and low capacity. You can choose between 200 ball and 260 ball capacity at any time, without the need for tools or spare parts.

The Direct Drive Gear System yields unmatched feed rate consistency and balls-per-second, which far exceeds pro level requirements. Rapid/Constant Feed is made possible by the combination of the R-2™ Loader’s constant feed rotor carousel and the opposing rotation of the center rotor arm. The result is a smooth, consistent, rapid, and dependable feed performance.

Rapid Reload makes reloading a quick and easy process. The feed port is positioned at the optimal angle for quick and smooth reloads even in the most intense action. The quick flip transparent lid allows for fast loading and a secure closure. The R-2’s transparent window makes it easy to monitor your paint level.

The R-2 gives you a progressive alert as you deplete your paint reserve. The reload alert system signals you when the R-2 is low on paint, and it’s time to reload.

The R-2™ is one of the lightest 200+ round loaders available. We’ve now equipped it with our Low-Profile Design; a unique design that pushes balls straight down over a short distance, allowing for a small loader size and shape with an extremely low profile.

The R-2 benefits from the new Rapid Release Safeguard System. This system allows you to change between a lid and a quick feed at a moment’s notice depending on your playing needs.

Initially designed as an after market addition for the Rotor, the Prevent Fin has been added to the R-2 as a standard feature. The Prevent Fin decreases pressure on the ball, adding extra jamming protection to the loading mechanism.
ACTIVE POWER CONSERVATION

The R-2 actively monitors power needs and continuously optimizes the power supply. This active conservation of power makes the R-2 extremely efficient, and provides exceptional battery life.

BLACK OPS

No one wants to give his or her position away during night play. This unique feature enables you to turn the indicator LED off during those night or low light games.
The R-2 is constructed with Dye’s proprietary Tuff Molding. In testing, we found that the R-2 shell could withstand extreme impacts. Coupled with a water resistant coated board, this hopper is fully functional even in extreme conditions. Simple put, the R-2 is paintball-proof.

A simple squeeze of the Sharkfin Trigger, located on the underside of the R-2 and Rotor, releases jammed paint immediately.
Tool-less maintenance makes assembly and disassembly a rapid, highly intuitive, and effortless process. A simple slide of the locking tab and push of a button enables the breakdown of the loader for basic cleaning and maintenance.

ADJUSTABLE TORQUE
The Rotor™ and R-2 allow you to fine-tune your torque setting manually with an Allen wrench, allowing you to feed extremely brittle paint at high feed rates.
The Dye Rotor™ is the most radical innovation in paintball loader technology, fusing simplicity with mind blowing feed rates and reliability. It’s easy to see why the Rotor™ is the number one choice in loader technology among top-level player’s worldwide. The Rotor™ is the most energy-efficient loader in the sport, boasting a battery life of over 80,000+ ball shot count with only 3 AA batteries. The Rotor™ features a positive push button with a bright LED display informing you of when your hopper is powered on or off. The Dye Rotor™ system has a variety of upgrades such as color kits, quick feeds and high capacity tops.
RAPID RELOAD
The feed port is positioned at the optimal angle for quick and smooth reloads even in the most intense action. The Rotor’s transparent window makes it easy to monitor your paint level.

SHARKFIN JAM RELEASE TRIGGER
A simple squeeze of the Sharkfin Trigger, located on the underside of the R-2 and Rotor, releases jammed paint immediately.
i5 & i4 COMPATIBLE LENSES

CLEAR SUNRISE
40380002

SMOKE / BRONZE FIRE
40368801

HI DEFINITION
40383701

YELLOW
40363501

NORTHERN LIGHTS
40384801

BLUE ICE
40366601

SMOKE
40389501

CLEAR
40380012

FADED BRONZE SUNRISE
40383801

SMOKE/SILVER
40389701

SMOKE/GOLD
40380012

DYE MICROFIBER LENS CLOTH 12"X 12" / GRAY
49049510